Bill and Shari Gass have made their home at 132 Wheeler Lane for seven years and have developed the landscaping into their own creation. Faced with a large rectangular patio, they decided to use the talents of a Purdue landscaping class to develop a curving hard surface, allowing a beautiful view from several points along the rear of the home. To create a visual barrier, they planted a long row of pyramidal arborvitae to separate the yard from the street and planned several beds under mature trees. Shari has enjoyed collecting pass-along plants from friends and has added color all season long. A hammock makes the statement that this is a very relaxing place to spend summer days.

The front walk is welcoming with many kinds of dwarf and weeping evergreens, along with hydrangeas. They constructed raised beds in the sunny part of the landscape and are growing heirloom varieties of beefsteak and Roma tomatoes. Their love of gardening has made this corner lot a very attractive landscape in a well-groomed neighborhood.